
Keith Duncan <kduncan2005@gmail.com>

TO A.I.M. Coratec Jimenez. SolutionSafeWater.org SolutionHousing.ORG is
total Global World Peace.

Keith Duncan <kduncan2005@gmail.com> Mon, Oct 14, 2019 at 4:14 PM
To: Coratecjimenez@yahoo.com.ph
Cc: Gloria Reyes <Pare17Mare@yahoo.com>, marissa cordero <mgcdesignshop@gmail.com>,
ericNegapatan11@gmail.com, EricNegapatan40@gmail.com, "Luis j Morales BcBP Christian Men. BRotherhood"
<LouieMo@cidcommunication.com>, Ike Seneres <ISeneres@yahoo.com>, FTDelaPena@gmail.com,
FabrikantHC@state.gov

Ms. Jimenez. This is the required formal followup request for a sit down face to face with your best leaders to
pre-discuss how

SolutionSafeWater.org and TurnOffLights.SPACE is part of the world saving answers
driven by

WorldSchoolFund.com
and other singular required answer methodologies we released to World Leaders and press back in summer
of 2011.

EVOTE.ONE is 100% perfected direct democracy as we even published
HugPongFederal.CO. 8 months as we bring CEOSPACE.NET NSASpeakers.ORG HightechMinistries.org
here as soon as the FIRST world leader hosts the required Press Conferences with our mediators who have
already solved each of our world major issues and prevented

We are the worlds top R&D scientists who are indeed Angel Philanthropists who are bringing billions then
Trillions of Real $$$ USD to ASIA to direct self fund schools, hospitals, roads, energy, water, agri technology,
and other required market infrastructure now owned by our people.

Please call our mutual friend Fortunato Dela Pena ( 09178328497) as he has the same overview diagrams
and access to these most public broadcasts for now +8 months.

Even Call USA Ambassador Sung Kim at 632 301-2000 thru Ms. Heathr Fabrikant 0918-948-6456  Press
Attache and ask them both, why has no one in authority simply returned our calls and visits.

DUTERTE will be overjoyed he can announce that philippines is now politic and crime free.

The delays have been caused by verified political corruption and underground crime networks mostly
centered in USA.

We look forward to meeting with you soon.
The complexity of our top R&D Scientist broadcasts is how to unravel the true cause and effects of the money
flow that only goes to the VERY top 1%'s.     We have recently stated the most obvious, that a few have
legalized corruption.

One of the key world saving answers is FOIA.ONE

ALL positive revelations in GODs purpose as HE is the one mutual creator we work for fill time.
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Keith Duncan  (63)917-335-4300 in Manila for world to contact now!
kDuncan2005@Gmail.com  SkypeID: BuiltByKeith2
#1 World Evangelist Fore-founding Father of your new world society UNIocracy.org
BuiltByKeith.com #1 World Clearinghouse of eVOTE.ONE FOIA.ONE = Universal Reformation
Movement. SolutionMilitary.com ends all Terrorism, Crime, and Politics forever.
SolutionPeace.com SolutionManifesto.com remain the only KEY SOLUTIONS to all world problems.
Support and Fund BuiltByKeith.com NGO INC teams today 2019
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